REVIVAL PRAYER WALK FROM LOWESTOFT
TO LIGHTHOUSE
A small team of people from Lighthouse Community
Church in Sheringham have been walking from
Lowestoft to Sheringham to commemorate the East
Anglian Revival which started in Lowestoft 100 years
ago.
The group of five walkers started their walk on Sunday
18th July at Boots the chemist in Lowestoft. The store
had been built during the twentieth century on the site of
100 YEARS AGO
the original Lowestoft Baptist Church, where the 1921
Revival had begun.
The group stopped to pray outside three Lowestoft churches which had been
caught up in the Revival, before continuing along the coast to Caister on Sea
via Corton, Hopton, Gorleston and Great Yarmouth.
The Lighthouse youth pastor joined the group on the second day which took
them via Ormesby to Stalham, where they were hosted by Stalham Baptist
Church.
Tony Rothe from Lighthouse joined the walkers on the Tuesday, and takes
up the story: “We made our way north in glorious sunshine, enjoying the
beautiful Norfolk countryside, stopping for refreshment at the appropriately
named Lighthouse Inn at Walcott. Reaching the coast lifted our spirits, and
we soon passed through Bacton and the gas terminal, arriving at Paston for
lunch overlooking the large village pond. It was a joy observing a heron
patiently seeking his lunch, as well as a family of noisy coots and also
mallards and various dragonflies, as we munched our picnics.
“Prayer and ice creams in Mundesley provided a welcome break in our hike,
before we completed the final leg past the radar site into Trimingham where
our day’s walk concluded at around 3pm, some 12.5 miles after we started.
This proved to be a thoroughly enjoyable day of fellowship, prayer and
laughs, punctuated with well-timed refreshments.”
On the Wednesday, the core group was joined by Justin, one of the
Lighthouse youth, for the final stretch from Trimingham via Cromer
to Lighthouse Community Church in Sheringham, in time for a cooked lunch
at the church. The complete journey had been some 48 miles over four days.
Ian Savory, senior leader at Lighthouse, said “We felt it was important to
commemorate the last significant Revival experienced by the UK, which
started just down the road in Lowestoft, and impacted the lives of so many
people. We are praying that God will pour out His Spirit on these
communities, and that a new Revival will, once again, sweep through our
land, and that people will turn back to God in huge numbers.”
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If, like me, you enjoy watching
sport, this has been (and continues
to be) an amazing year, with an
incredible number of momentous
sporting events! Rugby, cricket,
tennis, football, golf, Tour de
France, athletics and, of course, the
Tokyo Olympics! With all the TV
coverage and interviews with so
many top-class athletes and
sportsmen and women, certain
characteristics are common to all determination, dedication,
endurance and focus on an end goal
(as well as natural talent of course!)
Obviously, everyone wants to win,
but the most important thing is to
finish the race! In the 1992 summer Olympic Games, Derek
Redmond was competing in the 400-metres. But while
sprinting in a qualifying heat, he suddenly pulled a
hamstring and crumpled to the track in pain. Determined to
go on, Derek struggled to his feet. He was hobbling toward
the finish line when his father emerged from the crowd and
jumped onto the track. Jim Redmond ran to his son. Derek
leaned on his father’s shoulder as he staggered to complete
the race. The crowd stood and cheered the two men on.
When they crossed the finish line, it was as if the runner, his
father, and the spectators had all done it together. The Bible
encourages us to run the race of faith and persevere to the
end, following the example of those who have gone before
us. It takes a lot of stamina to complete the course, but we
don’t run alone. Jesus Himself helps us toward the finish
line. Let’s run in such a way as to get the prize!
Pastor Ian
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One day a 6 year old girl was sitting in a classroom. The teacher
was going to explain evolution to the children. The teacher asked
a little boy: Tommy do you see the tree outside?
TOMMY: Yes.
TEACHER: Tommy, do you see the grass outside?
TOMMY: Yes.
TEACHER: Go outside and look up and see if you can see the
sky.
TOMMY: OK. (He returned a few minutes later) Yes, I saw the
sky.
TEACHER: Did you see God?
TOMMY: No.
TEACHER: That's my point. We can't see God because he isn't
there. He doesn't exist. A little girl spoke up and wanted to ask
the boy some questions. The teacher agreed and the little girl
asked the boy: Tommy, do you see the tree outside?
TOMMY: Yes.
LITTLE GIRL: Tommy do you see the grass outside?
TOMMY: Yessssss (getting tired of the questions by this time).
LITTLE GIRL: Did you see the sky?
TOMMY: Yessssss
LITTLE GIRL: Tommy, do you see the teacher?
TOMMY: Yes
LITTLE GIRL: Do you see her brain?
TOMMY: No
LITTLE GIRL: Then according to what we were taught today in
school, she must not have one!
****************************************************
A little girl became restless as the preacher's sermon dragged on
and on. Finally, she leaned over to her mother and whispered,
"Mummy, if we give him the money now, will he let us go?"

****************************************************
Adam and Eve had an ideal marriage. He didn't have to hear
about all the men she could have married, and she didn't have to
hear about the way his mother cooked.
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Jesus was declared to His
disciples that He was going
away to prepare a place for
them and said that He would
return. The context clearly
implied a wedding. How might
that take place? "Behold, I show
you a mystery; We shall not all
sleep, but we shall all be changed, in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet shall
sound, and the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we
shall be changed" (1 Corinthians:15:51-52). "For the Lord
himself shall descend from Heaven with a shout, with the
voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God: and the
dead in Christ shall rise first: Then we which are alive and
remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds,
to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the
Lord. Wherefore comfort one another with these words" (1
Thessalonians:4:16-18).
Are these words a comfort to you? I hope so, because that is
our "blessed hope," the eternal reality of "ever be[ing] with
the Lord"! Or are you distracted by focusing on an earthbound temporal delusion that is causing you to miss the
sublime truth that your eternal citizenship" is in heaven;
from whence also we look for the Saviour, the Lord Jesus
Christ" (Philippians:3:20)? Our prayer is that we all might
be that bride who looks excitedly, expectantly, "for that
blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the great God
and our Saviour Jesus Christ" (Titus:2:13). We need to
heed the words of our wonderful Groom: "Let your loins be
girded about, and your lights burning; And ye yourselves
like unto men that wait for their Lord....Blessed are those
servants, whom the Lord when he cometh shall find
watching....Be ye therefore ready also: for the Son of man
cometh at an hour when ye think not" (Luke:12:35-37 40).
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DID
YOU
KNOW?
David Potter opened his first narrow gauge railway line at
his Yaxham home in 1967. This was constructed for his
locomotive, "Cackler". In 1969, Cackler was moved to the
Yaxham Park Light Railway (YPLR), which once ran for
over half a mile in meadows beyond the station. Cackler
was auctioned at Yaxham Park, Dereham, in September
1971. Today it is in Thursford Collection, very much out of
use, but at least secure and in the dry. The Thursford
people operated the loco around a neighbouring farmer's
field until about
1993, but a
dispute over land
rental charges
arose so the line
closed and was
eventually taken
up.
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FROM ECKLING GRANGE TO OSWESTRY

It all started when I was asked if I knew a mission that
received cars as a donation. I called Operation
Mobilisation (OM) and asked if they needed a car. The
answer was amazing. They said to me “you won’t believe
this, but we have just been praying about a need we
have for another car.” So, describing the car to them, they
said they would be very happy to accept it. They then
asked me where the car is kept and I replied Dereham,
Norfolk. “Oh!” they said, “how do we get it from Norfolk
to Oswestry in Shropshire?” I said “You won’t believe
This, but next week I am visiting friends in Oswestry and I
will drive it over for you.” How God moves in amazing
ways.
A few months later, another car became available from
Eckling Grange. This time it had to go to Birmingham, at
OM’s training centre. They train evangelists by sending
them into the villages to share the Good News of Jesus
Christ, but they needed a car for that purpose. The second
car was taken.
Last September, a third vehicle was offered to OM from
Eckling Grange. This one was needed in Oswestry, as it
had a large carrying capacity, so the third car was
delivered.
Then lastly in June a fourth car became available. I
contacted OM again and they told me that very morning
they were discussing and praying that they had to scrap
one of their cars in Birmingham as it failed the MOT and
would need a very expensive repair to keep it on the
Road (which wasn’t the one we took). So the fourth car
went to the training centre.
All these cars have gone to OM only because God
answered the prayers at OM.
If you are thinking about giving up driving or want to pass
your car on to be used in the Lord’s service, then pray
about giving it to OM. If you would like any help or
further information please contact me.
Lionel Wright, Bungalow 54. Phone 288794
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This book celebrates the life of a Norfolk war heroine. A
new biography of Norfolk-born World War One Christian
heroine, Edith Cavell, was launched in Norwich in October
2010 to mark the 95th anniversary of her execution.
Edith Cavell was a nurse tried by a German court-martial
in Brussels and, although not involved in espionage, was
executed by firing squad. Edith had been helping allied
soldiers trapped in German-occupied parts of Belgium to
escape into neutral Holland.
Edith Louisa Cavell was born on 4th December 1865 in the
vicarage at Swardeston, a village five miles south of
Norwich. She was the eldest of the vicar’s four children. All
his children were taught the principles which their father,
Frederick, held dear: thought for others, self-sacrifice and
prayer. Edith was taught by her father at home, as he was
unable to afford either a governess or a private tutor.
Amazon £4.61.
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3RD JUNE 2021 VAL DODSWORTH
This was a very special day for a large group of our
bungalow residents. For the first time for nearly a year we
were able to gather together in the garden for a short time to
join in worship together.
And able to sing again - some of us have missed that a
lot………. And to listen to Pastor Ian preaching, instead of
watching him on a screen. For some of us it felt like a big
release of tension after the restrictions of lockdown. And
Stewart and Elizabeth were there too; it really was a very
special occasion.
Ian’s Thought for the Week was based on his reading from
1 Samuel 7:12, “Hitherto has the Lord helped us”,
reminding us of God’s goodness and protection upon us
over the last months of the virus.
So as we thank Him for His presence and help, we thank
Him too for the people that He has put here to lead this very
special place during the trials and difficulties of the
pandemic.
“Thus far has the Lord helped us.”
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The group that would
seem to have produced the
most laughter has been
French Conversation for
Fun (run by Janet B.3).
Everyone comes away
each week with broad
French Conversation in Janet’s garden
smiles on their faces.
Another group that has
been well supported is Scrabble, every other Wednesday
pm. (Val B.41). Many of us have played this occasionally
in the past and are dusting up our vocabulary, with the
help of a dictionary.
On Friday afternoons the Bible Reading group meets
(Audrey B.57). This has changed from its original format
to become a group in which an invited resident will talk
about their spiritual journey through life, giving us the
chance to be inspired again by the way God deals with
each individual.
The Reminiscence Group is more occasional and meets
with Janet (B.3) at the helm to look back over a particular
theme that evokes memories and inspires conversation.
Some of our nonagenarian bungalow residents are involved in this group.
A newer group that is getting under way is called Shed
Talk for Men, to which all our resident men are invited
(run by Lionel B.54). This has just had its second meeting
and has had an enthusiastic welcome from all who attended. And finally, a group that is open to all, even if you
don’t knit, that meets on the lawn each afternoon when the
sun shines, The Knit & Chat Group. If you have felt a little diffident about joining any of the groups this is a ‘just
join in and be sure of a welcome’ group.
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Words from the Bungalow Groups - Val Dodsworth

After a year of being locked down and, of necessity, unable
to attend our meetings together in the lounge at The Grange,
some of us were feeling that we needed to make some new
opportunities for getting together and especially for getting
to know some of the newer members of our bungalow community.
So the groups were born in May and, for some, have proved
to be a valued way of spending time with others whom they
had not regularly had conversation with in the past. As we
move into August, some groups have flourished, some have
withered and died and some new ones have come into existence, or are in the planning process.
Unsurprisingly, for many who live alone the Take-Away
Meals Group, every other Saturday (run by Beverley at
B.39), has been one that has flourished. Divided between
Fish & Chips and Chinese, with the occasional venture into
pizzas, as well as a mention of Indian, there has been a varying group of six meeting regularly in the cabin to enjoy eating and talking together.
A different group that met (overseen by Lionel B.54) had a
barbecue meal. This was particularly for the residents who
are near neighbours in one corner of the bungalows to get to
know each other better.
Moving away from
food, the Gardening
Group (run by Pat B.15)
have met to discuss all
things horticultural and
also been on a trip together to the view the
gardens at Dale Farm.

A LITTLE TREE PRUNING KEEPS EVERYTHING TIDY

Break for tea on the Dale Farm outing by the
gardening group
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JOY LENTON

Phil and I have commenced an exciting
new chapter in our lives by moving to
Eckling Grange. It’s one that’s been
fraught with extra busyness, demands,
challenges and stress. But it’s also
proving to be a new beginning that is
rich in potential and purpose, and

incredibly blessed.
We have joined a wonderful community of caring, praying,
loving and encouraging people, who have extended a warm
welcome to us. Although we might not have met all who
live here yet, or learnt all the names and bungalow numbers
of those we have, we’re already feeling very happy, settled
and grateful to be in this special place.
One casualty of our move has been the necessary laying
aside for a while of my usual writing life. Because any
energy I possess has been fully taken up by preparing for
and adjusting to this huge change in our lives.
However, God has graciously given me fresh impetus to
pen a bit of poetry over the last few weeks. And He
continually reveals how all our lives are like an open book
before Him. Nothing escapes the Author of Life’s loving
attention. All is accounted for from beginning to end.
You might be facing daily struggles or new, unwanted
challenges. Or maybe you are faithfully waiting on God for
an answer to prayer. Whatever your current circumstances
might be, I’d like to encourage you with a poem I wrote a
few years ago. It comes from my semi-autobiographical
poetry book called Seeking Solace: Discovering Grace in
Life’s Hard Places. May it give you hope as God writes His
narrative in and through your life.
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Author of Life,
You write old stories
with new endings.
You write hope
into every heartache.

You write brave
and bold beginnings.
You write forgiveness
for love's sake.
You write peace
through all our pain.
You write joy
into adversity.
You write grace
instead of shame.
You write with intent
to set us free.
© joylenton
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